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Success Accelerator 3
Implement 150-299 Blue Prism licenses with our expertise,
partner network, and Robotic Operating Model (ROM®)
for maximum business value.

Whether it’s operational efficiencies, improved customer
satisfaction, or discovering new ways to grow your business,
you have a vision for what a Digital Workforce could do for you.
But how do you get there? How can you be sure your Digital
Workforce will deliver transformational value? That’s where
the Blue Prism Success Accelerator comes in.
A robust and proven operating model and support capabilities
that adhere to industry best practices are the keys to successfully
executing a scalable, connected-RPA program and realizing
maximum business value.
Blue Prism offers a Success Accelerator package to suit any size
of connected-RPA implementation that will get you ramped up
quickly or step up to the next level intelligent automation
maturity by applying our expertise and intimate knowledge
of the ROM.
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Available direct or through our
trusted Partners, Blue Prism’s
Success Accelerator Packages
deliver the experience and
technical know-how to help
maximize your potential RPA
business value.

Four Different Packages to Suit Your Goals
Blue Prism’s Success Accelerator packages are based on our
Robotic Operating Model (ROM®) approach and are designed to
augment the skills and capabilities of our Partner network or be
delivered directly to the Customers in the absence of a Partner.

KEY DELIVER ABLES
• Support the creation or realization of
the Vision, Strategy and Organization
Structure for your Digital Workforce

As part of our SA package, our team will offer our perspective
on additional Technology Automation Partners (TAP) and
Certified Delivery Partners to ensure you have the right skills,
knowledge and resources to continue to grow your capability
in line with the demands of the business.

• Access to the myriad complementary
technologies in the RPA ecosystem
• ROM assessment
• Recommended ROM roles mentored
by Blue Prism experts

The Success Accelerator 3 package is offered to our customers
intending to implement between 150 and 299 Blue Prism licenses
in the next 12 months.

• Advice and guidance identifying and
building process automations
• Inclusion of Customer Success
Director

VALUE
– Delivery of up to 30 process automations over a nine
month period
– During this time your team will be immersed in the skills
and knowledge required to build and sustain your scaled
RPA capability
– Support, guidance and mentoring provided by up to
150 days of Blue Prism experts
– Early access to Product Roadmap

ECOSYSTEM
Access to Blue Prism’s world leading partner ecosystem:
– Joint proposals with your existing System Integrators
and Capability Partners
– Guidance on selecting optimal delivery partners where
none currently engaged
– Support selecting optimal complementary technology
solutions to extend the breadth of automation of your
Digital Workers

ROM

ROLES

Guidelines, templates and best practice will be provided
on the key foundations of the ROM

Training and mentoring will be provided for 20 of your
people on the following roles:

– Vision

– ROM Architect®

– Organization

– Technical Architect

– Governance

– Lead Developer

– Delivery Methodology

– Process Analyst

– Service Model

– Lead Controller

– People

– Design Authority Lead

– Technology

– Intelligent Automation Architect

– Intelligent Automation

Certification is achieved through passing rigorous exams

Ready to Strategically Drive Your RPA Success?
Please contact your Blue Prism Account Manager and get your foot on the Success Accelerator today.
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